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A: If you just purchased Guild Wars 2 from the official site, you will
be given a serial code, which you can then enter into GW2 to unlock
the game. If you bought GW2 elsewhere, contact the purchase place
for assistance. Q: Converting a comma separated string to JSON in
Swift I have a JSON string (list of dictionaries) that is returned by a

server and I need to convert it into a JSON array using Swift. How can
I convert the following json string into an array using Swift?

{"total_pairs":1,"pairs":[
{"date":"7/15/2014","time":"8:00PM","pid":"1","bid":10},
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{"date":"7/15/2014","time":"8:00PM","pid":"1","bid":20} ] } The
following is my code so far func JSON2Array(jsonStr:String) -> Array

{ var array:Array = Array() do { let json = try
NSJSONSerialization.JSONObjectWithData(NSData(contentsOfURL:

NSURL(string:jsonStr) as! NSURL)!, options:
NSJSONReadingOptions.MutableContainers) as! NSDictionary for
(key, value) in json { var jsonObject = AnyObject() if let pair = key

as! String? { jsonObject.setValue(value as! NSObject, forKey: pair as!
String) } array.append(jsonObject) } } catch {
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Guild Wars 2 - no serial code I can't get my serial code to work
Frequently Asked Questions Q: Is there a serial code for my purchase
of Guild Wars 2? A: No, there is no serial code for your purchase of
Guild Wars 2. You can receive a serial code from your purchase by
contacting our Customer Service team by emailing
support@standingstonegames.com. Q: I've been trying to register my
serial key for quite some time now, but I cannot get one! A: We cannot
issue a serial key to anyone other than the person who originally
purchased the game, as this is a legal requirement set by our publisher.
In order to receive a serial key you must contact the support team with
your purchase information. The legal team is unable to issue serial keys
for anyone but the original purchaser. Q: I've been trying to register my
serial key for quite some time now, but I cannot get one! A: We cannot
issue a serial key to anyone other than the person who originally
purchased the game, as this is a legal requirement set by our publisher.
In order to receive a serial key you must contact the support team with
your purchase information. The legal team is unable to issue serial keys
for anyone but the original purchaser. Q: I've been trying to register my
serial key for quite some time now, but I cannot get one! A: We cannot
issue a serial key to anyone other than the person who originally
purchased the game, as this is a legal requirement set by our publisher.
In order to receive a serial key you must contact the support team with
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your purchase information. The legal team is unable to issue serial keys
for anyone but the original purchaser. Q: I've been trying to register my
serial key for quite some time now, but I cannot get one! A: We cannot
issue a serial key to anyone other than the person who originally
purchased the game, as this is a legal requirement set by our publisher.
In order to receive a serial key you must contact the support team with
your purchase information. The legal team is unable to issue serial keys
for anyone but the original purchaser. Q: I've been trying to register my
serial key for quite some time now, but I cannot get one! A: We cannot
issue a serial key to anyone other than the person who originally
purchased the game, as this is a legal requirement set by our publisher.
In order to receive a serial key you must 2d92ce491b
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